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Beginning Ubuntu Linux, Fourth EditionApress, 2009
Beginning Ubuntu Linux, Fourth Edition is the update to the best–selling book on Ubuntu, today’s hottest Linux distribution. Targeting newcomers to Linux and to the Ubuntu distribution alike, readers are presented with an introduction to the world of Linux and open source community, followed by a detailed overview of...
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Mastering matplotlibPackt Publishing, 2015

	A practical guide that takes you beyond the basics of matplotlib and gives solutions to plot complex data


	About This Book

	
		Customize, configure, and handle events, and interact with figures using matplotlib
	
		Create highly intricate and complicated graphs using matplotlib
	...
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Learning the Korn Shell (2nd Edition)O'Reilly, 2002

	The Korn shell is an interactive command and scripting language for accessing Unix® and other computer systems. As a complete and high-level programming language in itself, it's been a favorite since it was developed in the mid 1980s by David G. Korn at AT&T Bell Laboratories. Knowing how to use it is an essential skill for...
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Oracle Internals: Tips, Tricks, and Techniques for DBAsAuerbach Publications, 2001
If you are a typical Oracle professional, you don't have the luxury of time  to keep up with new technology and read all the new manuals to understand each  new feature of each release of Oracle. You need a comprehensive source of  information and techniques for using the new technology. You need Oracle  Internals: Tips, Tricks, and...
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Clojure High Performance ProgrammingPackt Publishing, 2013

	Written for intermediate Clojure developers, this compact guide will raise your expertise several notches. It tackles all the fundamentals of analyzing and optimizing performance in clear, logical chapters.


	Overview

	
		See how the hardware and the JVM impact performance
	
		Learn which Java...
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Extending and Embedding PHPSams Publishing, 2006
In just a few years PHP has rapidly evolved from a small niche language to a powerful web development tool. Now in use on over 14 million Web sites, PHP is more stable and extensible than ever. However, there is no documentation on how to extend PHP; developers seeking to build PHP extensions and increase the performance and functionality of their...
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SSH, The Secure Shell: The Definitive GuideO'Reilly, 2001
Secure your computer network with SSH! With transparent, strong encryption, reliable public-key authentication, and a highly configurable client/server architecture, SSH (Secure Shell) is a popular, robust, TCP/IP-based solution to many network security and privacy concerns. It supports secure remote logins, secure file transfer between computers,...
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Sinatra: Up and RunningO'Reilly, 2011

	When people speak of Ruby web development, it has historically been in reference to
	the opinionated juggernaut that is Rails. This is certainly not an unfounded association;
	Hulu, Yellow Pages, Twitter, and countless others have relied on Rails to power their
	(often massive) web presences, and Rails facilitates that process with zeal....
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Beginning SQL Server 2008 Administration (Expert's Voice in SQL Server)Apress, 2009

	Beginning SQL Server 2008 Administration is essential for anyone wishing to learn about implementing and managing SQL Server 2008 database. From college students, to experienced database administrators from other platforms, to those already familiar with SQL Server and wanting to fill in some gaps of knowledge, this book will bring...
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Inside Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012Microsoft Press, 2012

	
	
		Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 represents a new generation of enterprise resource
	
		planning
	
		(ERP) software. With over 1,000 new features and prebuilt industry
	
		capabilities for manufacturing, distribution, services, retail, and public sector, Microsoft
	
		Dynamics AX 2012 provides a robust platform for developers to...
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Getting Started with Hazelcast - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2015

	Get acquainted with the highly scalable data grid, Hazelcast, and learn how to bring its powerful in-memory features into your application


	About This Book

	
		Store and pass data in your application using Hazelcast's scalable and resilient collections, working with real code and examples to see what is...
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Microsoft(R) SharePoint(R) 2007 Development UnleashedSams Publishing, 2007
When many people first encounter Microsoft Office SharePoint Server (MOSS), they are often confused. Out of the box, a lot of people have trouble figuring out what it does and what it’s for. The most important thing to realize about SharePoint is that it isn’t intended to be a complete, off-the-shelf, shrink-wrapped product. Rather,...
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